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Security Introduction

Let's say we wanted to crack this safe. How long would it take?

Poll 2

Well, if we had an idea of what the pin could be, it might not take long. We could guess 

some common ones like 1234 or 0000. If it's neither of those, then we are going to have our 

work cut out for us, because we would have to start guessing the pin codes one by one. 

Luckily, we know how to code an Arduino, so we could just build a robot to press all the 

combinations!

Yet, even then, it would take over 4 hours on average. And that's assuming the pin code is 

only four digits long! What if it were five digits long? You're looking at a day and a half. Six 

digits? Two weeks!!

No worries. We can rig up our robot to guess these pin codes while we sit back and relax.

https://giphy.com/embed/6IOlC78q5MHhC

So let's go back to the 4 digit pin example. How many combinations are there actually?

Keypad safe

https://slite.com/
https://giphy.com/embed/6IOlC78q5MHhC
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 It turns out we can pretty easily calculate how many different combinations there are by 

looking at the possibility for each number of the pin code.

If you were putting in a pin using the keypad above, each digit of the pin can only be 0 

through 9. So when choosing a pin, for the first number, you have 10 choices. How many 

choices do you have for the second number? Pin codes with repeating numbers like 1111 or 

1122 are allowed, so you still have 10 choices. If we multiply together how many choices we 

have for each digit, we arrive at how many total combinations there are:

10 x 10 x 10 x 10 = 10,000 combinations for a 4-digit pin

https://slite.com/
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What if the pin can contain A, B, C, or D, like in the above picture?

The formula in general is:

num options x num options x num options x num options  and we do this for each digit of 

the pin code. There are 14 options for each digit using the above keypad (0-9, A-D), so a 5-

digit pin would be:

 14 x 14 x 14 x 14 x 14 = 537,824 combinations

So how does that translate into how long it would take to crack the safe? For a pin code 

with 10,000 combinations, it would take on average 5,000 guesses to get the right number.

Assuming it would take 3 seconds to try each pin code, that would make it:

5,000 guesses x 3 seconds per guess = 15,000 seconds = 250 minutes = 4 hours 10 

minutes

For a 5-digit pin code (100,000 combinations) it would take 50,000 guesses on average:

50,000 guesses x 3 seconds per guess = 150,000 seconds = 2,500 minutes = 41 hours 40 

minutes

Wow, that is significantly longer!

Kahoot 1 

Now that we know how easy it is to increase the security of a pin code, lets explore using a 

keypad with our Arduino in Tinkercad.

https://slite.com/
http://kahoot.it/
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Arduino Keypad

Getting Started

Tinkercad Link 
Login to Tinkercad and create a new circuit. Place an Arduino and a Keypad in the circuit.

Connect the 4 row pins from the keypad to pins 11, 10, 9, and 8 on the Arduino. Connect the 

4 column pins from the keypad to pins  7, 6, 5, and 4 on the Arduino. 

https://slite.com/
https://www.tinkercad.com/joinclass/QSNNUV56UFI6
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Has anyone figured out why there are 16 buttons but only 8 pins? 

Open the Code window in Tinkercad

Switch from Blocks to Text and press continue. We should see some basic code already in 

here that blinks an LED. 

Next we need to include a library. A library is a bunch of code that someone has already 

written for us. We can include a library if we need access to a specific function so that we 

don't have to write it ourselves. Someone has already written a library for the keypad we are 

using, so let's use it.

To include a library, click the button that looks like a file:

Find Keypad and click the square with an outward arrow to open the documentation:

The documentation will explain what functions in the library are available for you to use.

https://slite.com/
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Programming Basics

What is a function?

A function is a group of code that performs a task. If we look at the function below, we can 

identify a few key parts:

C++

1 int addTwoNumbers ( int a, int b)

2 {

3   int sum = a + b;

4   return sum;

5 }

The first part is the return value type (int in this example). If you use this function in your 

code, this is the type of data you can expect to receive from the function.

The second part is the function name (addTwoNumbers). This is what you type to run the 

function.

The third part is the parameters (int a, int b). This is for information that you need to give the 

function to run. Our addTwoNumbers function needs two numbers to add together, so we 

pass them to the function as parameters when we run the function.

This is what it would look like if we wanted to run the function:

C++

1 int firstNumber = 5 ;

2 int secondNumber = 10 ;

3 int sum = 0 ;

4   

5 sum = addTwoNumbers (firstNumber, secondNumber) ;

6   

The result of adding the two numbers would be stored in our variable sum. Normally, to run 

this function, we would need the function definition that we made earlier to be in the same 

file. A library allows us to use functions that already exist in other files.

https://slite.com/
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So the documentation for the Keypad library explains what functions they have defined for 

us and how we can use them. Let's scroll down to the bottom and copy their example code 

to start. Select the example code, right click, and click Copy.

Go back to Tinkercad and click include. Then, delete the code that's there and paste the 

example code from the keypad documentation page. This is what it should look like:

Let's talk about what is going on here:

Up top we have our constants definitions. These are numbers that can't change value 

throughout our program. Here we have ROWS and COLS to tell the program how many 

rows and columns we have. Constants are always named in uppercase.

Then we have our global variables definitions. These are variables that are visible 

everywhere in this code file. Here we have defined a 2D array to hold what values our 

Keypad has. 

Then we have some code that is outside of a function. This is one of the functions provided 

by the Keypad library that creates a keypad object in the program. 

https://slite.com/
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Then we have the setup function definition. It looks similar to our addTwoNumbers function 

definition we wrote before. This function will be ran once when we simulate our Arduino. 

Here they are running a function to setup the Serial port. There can only be one of these 

functions.

Then we have the loop function definition. This function will run forever after the setup 

function runs and this is where we will add the majority of our code. The code that already 

exists is constantly checking whether or not we have pressed a key. If we have, then it 

prints out the number or letter on that key through the Serial port. We can see what it prints 

by opening the Serial Monitor.

Kahoot 2 

Updating our code
Poll 3

Before we can simulate the keypad with our Arduino, we need to update the code to work 

with our Keypad. 

What all do we need to change?

Add support for our 4  columnth

Tell the program what buttons are in our 4  columnth

Tell the program what pins our rows and columns are connected to.

To add support for our 4  column, we need to change the COLS constant to 4. Remember 

to change the comment too!

th

Add support for our 4  columnth

To tell the program what buttons are in our 4  column, we need to modify our 2D array 

keys.

th

We can simply add each letter after the corresponding row. 

https://slite.com/
http://kahoot.it/
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Tell the program what buttons are in our 4  columnth

Then, to tell the program what pins our rows and columns are connected to, we need to 

modify our array rowPins and colPins. If you can't remember which goes to which pins, 

close the code window and hover over the pins in the wiring view.

Tell the program what pins our rows and columns are connected to.

Now we can run it! Hit start simulation and open the serial monitor. Try out your keypad and 

make sure every button is right!

Breakout room 1
By the end of this breakout room, you should have the serial monitor printing correctly on 

every keypad press. Did anyone catch the error that we didn't fix? 

Capturing a Pin Code

Now that our keypad is working, we need to capture a pin code and verify it!

Here's how we're going to do it:

Each time a button is pressed, record the key value by storing it in an array.

https://slite.com/
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Once we have received 4 values, check it against the correct pin code we store in 

code.

Pin Code Length Constant

When programming, it's a good idea to start with your constants. First, let's define how long 

we want our pin code to be. Let's start with 4 digits. Make a constant byte and set it to 4.

Next, let's set the correct pin code by defining a constant char array and setting it to 

whatever we want the correct pin code to be.

What is an array?

An array is basically a list of numbers or characters. When we are talking about a number or 

character in an array, we call it an element. We call the position each element is stored at 

the index. One quirky thing about arrays is the first element sits at index 0.

Correct Pin Array

When we define an array, if we know what goes in it, we can set up the elements right away. 

Here's the syntax to do that.

C++

1 const char correctPinCode[PIN_CODE_LENGTH] = { '1' , '2' , '3' , '4' } ;

Don't forget to add the const since it will not be changing while we run the program. We 

always need to define the length of the array so that the program knows how long to make 

https://slite.com/
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our array.

Input Pin Array

Next we will create the array to store the characters we receive when the keypad buttons 

are pressed.

C++

1 char pinCodeInput[PIN_CODE_LENGTH] ;

We won't set it to any specific value like we did the correct pin code array because we want 

to fill it up as we receive characters.

Input Digit Tracker

We will also need a variable that keeps track of which digit of the pin code we are about to 

record. We can make that an int and set it to 1, since we are starting with the first digit.

Now all our variables are set up. How will we capture each character and write it to the 

array?

Capturing Keypad Characters

See the if statement where we are printing the keypad characters we receive? We only get 

inside of this code block when the program has detected a keypad button press. It then 

prints out the character it receives. We can see above that key is defined as a char. This is 

why we made our arrays char type. Here is where we can capture that character and put it 

into our input array. Here's how to do that:

https://slite.com/
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C++

1 void loop ( ) {

2   char key = keypad. getKey ( ) ;

3   

4   if (key != NO_KEY) {

5     Serial. println (key) ;

6     pinCodeInput[digitTracker - 1 ] = key;

7   }

8 }

Great! Now we need to check if we just wrote the fourth digit. Use an if statement and 

don't forget that we always use TWO equals signs in if statements.  

C++

1 void loop ( ) {

2   char key = keypad. getKey ( ) ;

3   

4   if (key != NO_KEY) {

5     Serial. println (key) ;

6     pinCodeInput[digitTracker - 1 ] = key;

7     if (digitTracker == 4 )

8     {

https://slite.com/
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9         //If our program makes it here, we just wrote the fourth 

digit

10     }

11   }

12 }

Now, we just got our fourth digit. We know our array is full of the 4 characters that were 

pressed. If we just pressed 1234 then our input array variable would be equal to {'1', '2', '3', 

4'}. 

Checking input against the correct pin code

So we now need to check if our input array is equal to the correct pin code array. To do that, 

we are going to use a function that is included in the standard library. That's a library that 

you don't have to include to use in Arduino. 

The function we will use is strncmp(). You can google "c++ strncmp" to find the 

documentation for this function. The documentation will always tell you the return type and 

parameters for the function.

strncmp takes three paramters:

 1) a character array

2) another character array

3) how many characters to compare

strncmp returns 0 (zero) if the character arrays have the same contents for the first number 

of characters specified, so we can check if the function returns zero by writing it like this:

C++

1 void loop ( ) {

2   char key = keypad. getKey ( ) ;

3   

4   if (key != NO_KEY) {

5     Serial. println (key) ;

6     pinCodeInput[digit - 1 ] = key;

7     if (digit == 4 )

8     {

9         //If our program makes it here, we just wrote the fourth 

digit

https://slite.com/
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10         if ( 0 == strncmp (inputPinCode, correctPinCode, 

PIN_CODE_LENGTH) )

11         {

12           //If our program makes it here, the correct code was 

entered!

13           //Let's print something so that we know we made it 

here!

14           Serial. println ( "That's the correct pin code!" ) ;

15         }

16         else

17         {

18           //If our program makes it here, the wrong code was 

entered.

19           //Let's print something so that we know we made it 

here!

20           Serial. println ( "That is not the correct pin code." ) ;

21         }

22     }

23   }

24 }

Adjust our digit tracker

One last thing we need to do adjust our digit tracker so that when we receive the next 

character, it is written to the right spot in the input array. We also need to reset the tracker 

to 1 when we are ready to try a new pin.

C++

1 void loop ( ) {

2   char key = keypad. getKey ( ) ;

3   

4   if (key != NO_KEY) {

5     Serial. println (key) ;

6     pinCodeInput[digit - 1 ] = key;

7     if (digit == 4 )

8     {

9         //If our program makes it here, we just wrote the fourth 

digit

10         if ( 0 == strncmp (inputPinCode, correctPinCode, 

https://slite.com/
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PIN_CODE_LENGTH) )

11         {

12           //If our program makes it here, the correct code was 

entered!

13           //Let's print something so that we know we made it 

here!

14           Serial. println ( "That's the correct pin code!" ) ;

15         }

16         else

17         {

18           //If our program makes it here, the wrong code was 

entered.

19           //Let's print something so that we know we made it 

here!

20           Serial. println ( "That is not the correct pin code." ) ;

21         }

22         digit = 1 ;

23     }

24     digit = digit + 1 ;

25   }

26 }

Breakout Room 2
By the end of this breakout room, students should have their pin codes successfully 

checked against the correct pin code. 

Extras - Do these if you finish early

How do we change the correct pin code? Do it in your code and verify that it works. 

What do we need to add if we want to turn on an LED for a few seconds when we get the 

correct pin code? You can check the example blink circuit to find code for this. Don't forget 

to setup the pin in the setup function!

Wrap up

https://slite.com/
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We hope you had fun and learned a lot today! Let's test your knowledge with another game 

of Kahoot.

Kahoot 3 
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